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TURNING DATA INTO INSIGHT  
AND INSIGHT INTO ACTION®

Using highly adaptive Natural Language Processing (NLP) and 
Machine Learning (ML) capabilities to recognize clinical insights 
in both structured and unstructured text, risk score accuracy and 
operational efficiencies are significantly improved, empowering 
healthcare organizations to provide the best quality of care to 
their patients. In 2017, Inovalon applied NLPaaS™ to more than 
88 million pages of medical records, delivering substantial 
value to its clients.

NATURAL LANGUAGE PROCESSING 
AS A SERVICE (NLPaaS™)

15%-25% 
cost reduction

5x
faster detection

Faster: Finding risk score-relevant conditions up to 5x faster 
than traditional manual, labor-intensive approaches

Cost Less: Overall 15-25% reduction in medical record review 
costs

Delivers More Value: Improves risk score-relevant condition 
identification resulting in 14-18% increase in risk score accuracy 

Greater Flexibility: Highly configurable solution accepts all 
document types at an industrial scale and project-specific risk 
models and solution extenders such as prioritized data files
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An offering of the Inovalon ONE® Platform
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NLPaaS™

Our Approach HOW WE HELP
Boosting Accuracy through Natural Language Processing

NLPaaS™ empowers health plans seeking options to increase medical record 

review outcomes without delay in project submissions. For instance, it takes 

as little as two (2) weeks to deliver results from 100,000 medical records with 

an average of 18,000 coding opportunities, compared to an average of 15,120 

opportunities by a 50-coder team using a traditional approach.

Driving Efficiency through Machine Learning

NLPaaS™ employs state-of-the-art machine learning algorithms to assist in 

prioritizing medical records as well as locating coding opportunities in seconds. 

A health plan implementing the solution prior to a submission deadline can 

begin reviewing the highest value records first and jump directly to specific 

record locations where coding opportunities are most likely to be found.
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Configure
Client completes 
the Intake Form for 
configuration of risk 
adjustment models 
and the selection of 
additional services.

Upload
Client uploads medical 
records and optional 
supplemental files to 
Inovalon’s secure FTP 
location.

Process
Medical records are 
processed through the 
NLPaaS™ solution to 
generate clinical insights 
relevant to member 
demographics, identity 
audit and probabilistic 
condition detection.

Visualize & Review
Annotated results are 
placed on the client’s 
secure FTP folder in PDF 
form with an optional 
NLP data file for easy 
consumption.

About Inovalon

Inovalon is a leading technology company providing cloud-based platforms empowering a data-driven transformation from volume-based to value-based models throughout 
the healthcare industry. Through the Inovalon ONE™ Platform, Inovalon brings to the marketplace a national-scale capability to interconnect with the healthcare ecosystem on 
massive scale, aggregate and analyze data in petabyte volumes to arrive at sophisticated insights in real-time, drive impact wherever it is analytically identified best to intervene, 
and intuitively visualize data and information to inform business strategy and execution. Leveraging its platform, unparalleled proprietary data sets, and industry-leading subject 
matter expertise, Inovalon enables the assessment and improvement of clinical and quality outcomes and financial performance across the healthcare ecosystem. From health 
plans and provider organizations, to pharmaceutical, medical device, and diagnostics companies, Inovalon’s unique achievement of value is delivered through the effective 
progression of “Turning Data into Insight, and Insight into Action®.” Providing technology that supports nearly 500 healthcare organizations, Inovalon’s platforms are informed 
by data pertaining to more than 941,000 physicians, more than 483,000 clinical facilities, and 243 million unique patients. For more information, visit www.inovalon.com.
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